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UM RESEARCHER: MONTANA ECONOM IC GROW TH CONTINUES
MISSOULA ~
Montana's economy turned in its second year of record-setting grow'th, but more moderate
increases may be on the horizon, a University of Montana economist announced.
The latest figures released by the U.S. government show that Montana’s economy grew
about 3.5 percent in 1993, following a torrid 4.9 percent increase in 1992, said Paul Polzin, director
of UM’s Bureau of Business and Economic Research. Preliminary figures for 1994 show a much
slower rate of increase, he said.
The major contributors to Montana's 1993 prosperity were a better-than-anticipated
manufacturing performance, a very profitable farm year and continued construction activity, Polzin
said. Continued expansion in service industries such as health care and business services also
contributed to the growth, he said.
Strong markets and one-time harvests from small wood lots delayed the anticipated decline
in wood products manufacturing until 1994, Polzin said. Preliminary data show that the cutback in
timber harvests is impacting current activity in this industry, he said. All other manufacturing
industries grew rapidly in 1993 and continue to increase in 1994, somewhat offsetting the decline in
wood products, he said.
Farm labor income was about $794 million in 1993, Polzin said. After correcting for
inflation, this figure is equivalent to those of the mid 1970s—Montana’s most prosperous
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agricultural period.
Income in the construction sector grew by more than 7 percent in 1993, he said.
"Low interest rates spurred residential and commercial construction in 1993, Polzin said.
"Higher interest rates will slow residential construction in the near term. However, major projects
on the horizon will boost construction activity."
Montana’s economy should continue to grow in the next few years, he said, but the back-toback 1992 and 1993 increases may not be repeated.
The bureau’s forecasts call for inflation-adjusted growth of 2.1 percent in 1994, followed by
increases in the 1.5 percent range during 1995 and 1996, Polzin said. These are lower than the
1992 and 1993 figures, but still respectable by historical standards, he said.
"The lower growth rates do not signal a return to the declines ol the 1980s, he said.
"Rather it was the 1992 and 1993 increases that were the exceptions; they were caused by unusual
events such a low interest rates and a good farm year."
Personal income, one of the major determinants of retail sales, will increase roughly 1
percent per year between 1994 and 1996, Polzin said. Slower growth in transfer payments and
dividends, interest and rent payments has moderated the personal income growth, he said.
Montana’s job market will grow slightly in the next few years, he said, projecting that the
number of non-farm wage and salary jobs should increase by about 4,(XX) per year between 1994
and 1996.
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